Down Under Dive Club
Established in 1984
By Divers for Divers
Committed to
Diver Education and
Our Aquatic World
We Provide:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Awe Inspiring Speakers
Organized Dives
Social Gatherings
Member Discounts
Online Resources
Monthly Newsletter
Industry Contacts
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DUDC Monthly Meeting
Wednesday, March 8th @ 7 PM

Underwater Photography Workshop
This is the first in a series of three workshops
dealing with the tools and techniques used in
underwater photography. This session is focused
on how to prepare for and plan an uw photo dive.
Subsequent sessions deal with the dive itself, and
how to process your photos after your back from
the dive.
In this workshop you will learn about the various
types of gear options you have when it comes to
underwater photography, including the pros and cons of each type. This will
cover modern cameras from compact self-contained models up through
full frame DSLRs, as well as the housings, ports, strobes and important
accessories that are available these days. You will also learn basic
photography fundamentals that are useful both underwater and topside,
and which will prepare you for Workshop 2. Finally, you will learn about how
to plan and prepare for an uw photo dive so that both you and your gear are
ready for it and you can get the most out of it.
This workshop includes the opportunity to examine first hand different sorts
of uw photography gear ranging from simple point and shoot cameras up to
the most sophisticated full frame DSLR rigs as well as strobes, focus lights,
and other accessories that can help you bring back that shot of a lifetime.

Meeting Every 2nd Wednesday of the Month

Meeting Location for March:
The Broken Barrel Tavern
at 4700 Babcock Street NE

For Sale

8

Palm Bay, Florida 32905
WWW.BROKENBARRELTAVERN.COM

DUDC Event & Activity Calendar
Event

Time

Cost

Coordinator

Email

DUDC Meeting
Broken Barrel Tavern,
Palm Bay

Every 2nd Wednesday of
the Month @ 7 pm

Free

Jeri Curley

jcurley@downunderdiveclub.com

DUDC Board Meeting at
Gourmet Cheesesteak

Every 4th Monday of the
Month @ 6:30 pm

Free

Jeri Curley

jcurley@downunderdiveclub.com

Blue Heron Bridge Dive

Any time the Tide is Right!

Free

Jeri Curley

jcurley@downunderdiveclub.com

Spring into the Sea Dive

March 25 @ TBD

TBD

TBD

divecoordinator@downunderdiveclub.com

Earth Day Dive

April 22 @ TBD

TBD

TBD

divecoordinator@downunderdiveclub.com

CANCELLATION POLICY FOR CLUB SPONSORED DIVES: Deposits will be refunded with 2 weeks notice of the scheduled
event or with a paid replacement diver. Refunds of money paid after the 2 week cancellation period is subject to board
approval. All requests for refunds after this period MUST be made in writing. Money and deposits are refunded when dives
are canceled by the Charter or DUDC. ALL DIVES MUST BE PAID PRIOR TO THE DAY OF THE DIVE. NON-MEMBERS ADD $5.
(This calendar is tentative and subject to change.)

We Support Our Local Dive Shops:
Sea Level Scuba
4155 Dow Rd Suite U
Melbourne, FL. 32934
(321)255-1825

Hatt’s Diving Headquarters, Inc.
2006 South Front Street
Melbourne, Florida 32901
(321) 723-5932
JND Scuba Center
4651 Babcock Street NE
Palm Bay, FL 32905
(321) 723-8888
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Underwater Photography Series
Steve Ratts began diving in 2003, promptly
borrowing, and subsequently breaking, a friend’s
old underwater film camera on a trip to Hawaii.
Undaunted, he proceeded to invest in his own uw
photo gear purchasing a point and shoot digital camera
with an Ikelite housing and strobe. This rig proved
sturdy enough to survive a return trip to Hawaii,
plus adventures in Fiji, Cozumel and elsewhere;
but left Steve feeling constrained by shutter lag
and an insufficient supply of pixels. He solved that
problem by first moving up to a crop sensor DSLR,
and then ultimately to a full frame DSLR – each time
accompanied by yet bigger housings and strobes.
Along the way Steve began entering some of his
shots in photo competitions. He quickly moved up through the ranks of beginner and intermediate, until he
was stuck in advanced with a bunch of other photographers who were, to put it bluntly, considerably better
than he was. It turns out that’s not a bad group to be stuck in since it
really challenges you to learn and improve. Eventually, he was invited
to help put together a three-part series of workshops on uw photography for his local dive club back in Tucson AZ (a hotbed of scuba if
ever there was one). Finally, coming to his senses, Steve decided to
abandon the hot, dry, desert and move to a more scuba conducive
hot, wet climate – and so he now lives, dives, and works in Florida!

Officer Elections
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

And the nominees are:
President - Jeri Curley
Vice President - Steve Lewendoski
Treasurer - Debra Young
Secretary - Alan Goodman
Membership - Michelle Mason
Safety Officer - Steve Ratts
Dive Coordinator - Laura Dumas

DUES ARE DUE THIS MONTH AND

DON’T FORGET TO THANK THE
OFFICERS WHO HAVE SERVED US SO
WELL IN THE PAST YEAR!
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Crystal River Adventures
Each year, we make the trek to Crystal River to
commune with the Florida Mermaids--Manatees.
Each year we wonder if this will be the last time
we can snorkel with them. Not surprising, there
were more restrictions to observe during our
snorkel. We were very happy to see that none of
the swimmers were jumping up and down on the
manatees this year!
Friday morning,
Bobbi Spielman and
Jeri Curley headed
up to Crystal River--more precisely
Homosassa Springs
State Park. The
best $15 ever spent.
Jeri’s Bald Eagle
photo won best of
the day on a photography website.
After walking
around the park--over 10,000 steps, according
to Jeri’s FitBit, the two headed to the hotel and
ended up in the hot tub, brews in hand. Lulled to
sleep by the dulcet tones of school kids running
and jumping in and
around the pool!
UGGG! So much
for chilling out! The
rest of the gang
arrived much later.
We woke bright
and early the next
day. We had a two
minute walk to get
to the Crystal Lodge
Dive Center, where
we would rent our
boat. Jeri opted
for the COFFEE at
breakfast. Ahhh caffeine! John Dockendorf and
Michael Workman soon joined us--possibly. The
coffee hadn’t quite activated the little gray cells
yet. We made it to the dive shop--Steve Ratts
and Kate Kimball-Linares soon joined us. We
were waiting for Debra Young and Alan Goodman

to join us when Jeri’s phone rang--GPS had failed
again. After quick directions, Debra and Alan
joined us for our manatee and boat briefing. We
were soon off like a herd of turtles!
Alan volunteered to captain the boat--by the
way, he is working on his Captain license. (We
learned a lot of nautical rules and terms on our
adventure.) Having full use of the boat with our
own captain was great! No one to hassle us
about fins or make us use pool noodles in the
water, plus we could go at our own pace to wherever we wanted. And we wanted to see manatees! With Alan at the helm, we made a bee line
to Three Sisters! We saw a number of manatees
in the river while en route. The ride got pretty
hairy--lots of boaters and lots of manatees to
avoid. Our mantra seemed to be “John, you make
a better door than window!”
Once we got to
Three Sisters, safe
and sound, we found
plenty more manatees
both in and around
the protected resting
areas.
There were a lot of
other boats and snorkelers in the water,
but Alan piloted us to
a nice spot where we
were able to anchor
with a short swim
to the manatees. As
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soon as we got close to the protected area just
outside of the springs, we found plenty of manatee action. One little fella was apparently curious
about Steve’s orange fins and kept swimming
circles chasing them! “It was truly amazing being so close to those gentle creatures - and a
real treat to be able to observe them doing their
thing, which is apparently taking it pretty easy,”
commented Steve.
After a bit, some of us swam up the stream to
the springs themselves - which is frankly more a
matter pulling yourself along from rock to rock
than it is swimming - there’s a pretty good current coming out that little stream! It’s quite a
nice secluded spot once you get there, though,
with water bubbling out of the sandy bottom of
the stream in places and some really clear water.
We saw just one manatee come into that area
while we were there; and since there were a lot
more back around the protected area, we headed
back. On the way, Kate spotted a really nice crab.
Steve was able to get a shot, so not all his pic-

tures were of manatees.
Eventually we decided to leave Three Sisters
and try our luck in another spot, but as it turned
out we were pretty much done getting manatee
close-ups for the day. Still, it was fun exploring

the area and very relaxing on the boat. Debra,
now and forever known as the Bugler, saved the
starving snorkelers with Bugles. Bobbie supplied
the peanut butter cups! HMMMM! After we returned to the dock, we decided to get some food
at a nice local place called Oysters which served
excellent food! It’s a classic “Cracker” restaurant
with a lot of local color
and ambiance. Much
better than getting the
same old thing at a
chain.
By the time we were
done with our late lunch
at Oysters, we were all pretty much wiped, ready
to head for home. What a great day we had
swimming with the manatees and exploring the
Crystal River!
Let’s do it again!
--Jeri Curley and
Steve Ratts
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What Else Can Go Wrong?
Safety Briefing by Al Audet

Students frequently ask me “Why do I need to learn
to do ......?” I always explain that things are not always
perfect when you go diving... things go wrong... situations
occur. Well, the last day of lobster season was not an exception. I think the SCUBA gods saved everything for that
special day.
I inadvertently changed my mask defogging routine
yesterday. Normally, I spray defog on, and let the mask
sit until dive time. I usually rinse it out on the way down.
Well... I thought I’d rinse the mask out with fresh water at
the dock. Big mistake. My mask started fogging almost immediately, and it would fog back up within 15-30 seconds.
I know I missed at least one lobster because it scooted
out the back end of a hole, and I couldn’t see which way it
went. I had to clear my mask. (little annoyance)
The seas were not for the faint at heart. We were
getting bounced around pretty good during the first dive.
While getting on the boat, I felt something snag on the ladder and release. I looked at Adam (the deck hand) and told
him I felt something snag and drop. I did a quick inventory
of my gear, and everything appeared to be in place. (at
least I thought)...

Second dive I dropped in, and I immediately noticed
my buoyancy sucked. I kept becoming negative. So, I
stopped and checked my gear. The air was coming from my
left shoulder. I’d put some air in, and I could feel it come
out. So, I took off my BCD and assessed the situation.
Where the hose attaches to the BCD had popped up and
cross threaded itself. So, here I was tearing my BCD apart
in 80’ of water. I’m sure it was kind of comical looking,
since all the weight is in the BCD, and I was buoyant... So,
I was standing on my head unscrewing and re-attaching
the BCD hose. OK.. now all is good. BTW... the other diver
in the area thought I had my head in a lobster hole.
I ran into a lobster hotel. There were several of them
in that hole. I pulled out a few eggers, then I could see
one in the way back of the hole. I went to see what the
other side of the hole looked like, and there was his tail...
I grabbed him by the tail, and as I went to put him in my
lobster bag... I realized what popped off when I was climbing on the ladder. So, I strapped my BCD cummerbund
around him, and the lobster and I went lobster diving until
I ran into one of the other divers... so, I could put him in
the bag...
We joked about... “What else can go wrong?” Well,
the day wasn’t over with yet.
As we were gearing up for the last dive of the day.
I was sitting in my gear waiting for everyone else to get
ready, then I heard a loud “POW!” I knew it was either
my o-ring (doubtful, I use a DIN regulator), or one of my
hoses. Sure enough... my high pressure hose blew. Since
I’m an instructor, I always carry more than one regulator.
So, we quickly swapped it out. I grabbed my computer that
was synced with the transponder on that regulator... It was
dead... A quick transponder swap... I ready to get back in
the water.
Overall... Great day diving... The message for all my
students... get comfortable with your gear, get experience,
and get as much training as possible. Several of the issues
I had yesterday... I teach similar scenarios in the Rescue
class and the Self Reliant Diver class.

“The lemon shark dive was just
amazing. When we entered lemon
drop reef, there were about seven lemons
circling us! What an adrenaline rush!
Then a goliath chimed in! Never
experienced anything like it! It was
spectacular! What an adrenaline rush!!”
--Laura Dumas

“Lemons, and Tigers, and Bulls! Oh
My!... Well, maybe not quite that
amazing, but still pretty freaking
awesome... Would you believe Lemons
and Groupers and Rays? How about
turtles on the side? Well, good! Cause
that’s what we did see on Saturday
while drift diving with DUDC. And it
was all thanks to Laura Dumas who
kindly took the lead and arranged our
trip! Way to go, Laura!” --Steve Ratts
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We Need a Bigger Boat!
On the 18th of February in the year of change
2017, six intrepid divers braved the sunshine to
dive under the water with Lemon Sharks. We met
up at o’dark thirty and headed down to Jupiter
Dive Center to board the Republic IV--the boat
that would take us into the deep blue. JDC did a
great job of taking care of us once we got there!
We were soon headed out on the Republic IV with
Captain Mike and our dive master, Katherine. The
one foot seas were daunting as we watched the
horizon, anticipating our destination. Armed with
cameras, we jumped into the water at a site named
Lemon Drop and waited. As the first large form
dissolved out of the hazy distance, our hearts
leaped. It was indeed a Lemon Shark. Then another showed up and another. Steve said that his

computer told him that he’d found 98 feet--easy
to do since the sharks cruised just a foot off the
bottom. The way the sharks would swim out of
view and then return made it seem like there were
even more. Also, making his presence known was a
very large and friendly Goliath Grouper! He photobombed a bunch of our shark shots and generally
hung out with us. About five to eight Lemon Sharks
and a little Nurse Shark circled us for the entire
40 minutes of our dive and then followed us up to
our safety stop. Additionally, a remora tried to
attach himself to various divers and cameras!
Traveling to Tunnels, another dive site known
for large critters, we encountered a sad sight. A
Kemp’s Ridley Sea Turtle floating on the surface, a
large bite out of his rear. Karen whose PhD dissertation involved the study of sea turtles, determined that the event had likely occurred quite
recently. (Note: She does have a permit from Fish

& Wildlife to handle and study sea turtles) Captain
Mike made the appropriate calls with LAT/LONG
location, condition of the turtle and its species.
We headed on to Tunnels, a little sadder at our
close encounter with the circle of life.
Tunnels, as always, was full of life. Caribbean
Reef Sharks circled us and we encountered very
large Nurse sharks sleeping under ledges. A large
southern stingray was hanging out in the sand. We
also encountered a very photogenic Green Sea
Turtle.
Steve said he’d spotted a well camouflaged
scorpion fish at one point, but couldn’t spend to
long with him without getting separated from the
group. Cest la Vie! That’s drift diving.
It also happened to be a day of miraculous
finds! On the first dive, Steve lost his beanie and a
diver on the boat saw it float by and grabbed it. It
was waiting for him on the boat. On her way into
the water on the second dive, Shauna snagged the
bucket and her compass fell out of her console. I
grabbed it and stuffed it down my wetsuit and later reuinited her with it.
Computers varied on
the water temperature.
Mine always reports high-guess that means I’m
hot! We generally agreed
that the temperature
was around 74 degrees.
A bit chilly for this warm
water diver. Too bad my
7mm shrunk! Despite
the cool water, we had an
absolutely FINNY day!
--Jeri Curley
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About the Down Under Dive Club
The Down Under Dive Club (DUDC) is centrally located along the sunny, Space Coast of Florida, in Brevard County. Formed in 1984 by a group of enthusiastic divers, DUDC’s numbers
have grown to 100 strong. Our mission is to promote safe diving practices; organize dives
for the benefit of our members; encourage the camaraderie of our members by providing relaxed social settings and encourage environmental responsibility throughout the dive
community. Our dives have covered the Atlantic ocean, from Georgia to Bonaire. We organize all types of dives: drift dives, wreck dives, shore dives, live-aboard trips, spring dives, and
even shark dives! We are a very diverse group of divers with men, women and kids from ages
from 11 to 65+ and certification levels from new Open Water divers to Instructors.
Meetings are held on the 2nd Wednesday of every month at 7:00 PM at the Broken Barrel
Tavern, located on the southwest corner of Babcock Street and Palm Bay Road. Door prizes are awarded each month and we book a fascinating assortment of guest speakers. We
invite everyone interested in SCUBA diving to stop by for some stimulating conversation,
meet our group, and have some fun! If you have any questions, you can E-mail us at info@
downunderdiveclub.com
ITEMS FOR SALE OR TRADE:

PHOTOS FOR SALE:

If you have any items you wish to sell or
trade, send an email with a brief description
to jcurley@downunderdiveclub.com

Help support a starving diver/artist. Jeri
Curley has her dive photos for sale. You
can purchase them at the monthly club
meetings.

Like new $2000.00 value for $990.00
BC-BELLA,WOMENS MED SIZE BLUE REGULATOR-SCUBA PROALADIN PRIME COMPUTER
SAFETY SIGNAL DIVICE
WEIGHTS/SAFETY SAUSAGE
WHEELED MESH DUFFEL
I HAVE THE ORIGINAL RECEIPTS IF NEEDED.
Janice.Senich@wuesthoff.com

Underwater Camera and Case 4 Sale
Canon G-9, overhauled by Canon 2 dives
ago
Includes extra batteries, carrying bag
Ikelite Underwater Housing for G9, overhauled by Ike 3 dives ago
Includes handle, coil strap to connect to
your dive gear
$750.00
Irishman@IrishmanSoftware.com

Board of Directors
Jeri L. Curley
Alan Goodman

JCurley@downunderdiveclub.com
VicePresident@downunderdiveclub.com

Debra Young

Treasurer@downunderdiveclub.com

Terry Peterman

Secretary@downunderdiveclub.com

Shauna Hume
Al Audet
Scott Newland

Membership@downunderdiveclub.com
Safety@downunderdiveclub.com
DiveCoordinator@downunderdiveclub.com
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